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Introduction

Today, machine learning methods are used to evaluate
prediction aspects on big data and information systems such
as embedded systems and high performance computing.
Energy-efficient strategies are one of the important
challenges for reducing power consumption and saving
battery life of sensors and smart devices in embedded and
computing systems. Machine learning algorithms and
meta-heuristic methods can be applied to optimise these
strategies for enhancing energy efficiency, security and
privacy of high performance computing systems. This
special issue presents machine learning methods
and evolutionary algorithms for optimising resource
management approaches, communication problems and
embedded services in smart environments.
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Published papers in this issue

In this special issue, 27 papers were submitted, and after
peer review, ten research studies have been accepted for
publication in IJES.
In the following articles, ‘Computer embedded
automatic test system based on VxWorks’, ‘Virtual sports
rehabilitation and monitoring system for the elderly based
on intelligent interaction and embedded system’, ‘Digital
medical instrument based on embedded computer system’
and ‘Embedded system for mobile interconnection control

system of sports training cyclists’, the authors have
presented a new machine learning algorithm to evaluate
accuracy and prediction approaches of embedded systems.
Execution time, accuracy and precision are important
factors that the authors have evaluated.
On the other hand, ‘National cybersecurity: assessment,
risks and trends’, ‘Development of methods formalisation
subject technology design of multimedia edition’, ‘Physical
fitness evaluation system for athlete selection based on big
data technology’, ‘Beidou GPS SINS satellite positioning
system based on embedded operating system’, ‘A simple
measurement matrix for compressed sensing of synthetic
aperture ultrasound imaging’ and ‘Data mining in college
student education management information system’ are
articles in which the authors have used existing data mining
methods for image processing, energy-efficient algorithms,
security-aware scenarios and big data environments for
computing systems.
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Conclusions

This special issue presents existing peer reviewed technical
articles that present novel perspectives and technical aspects
of energy efficient with high performance evaluation for
embedded and computing systems using machine
learning algorithms. We are grateful for the support of
Editor-in-Chief Prof. Li for this scientific effort.

